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Elizabeth Coe, NACCC CEO heads up the staff team at NACCC

Welcome to our newsletter. Again, this is a bumper issue packed with lots of information for
you. Thanks so much to everyone who has contributed. Do let us know what you think and
please do share as widely as you can, to your staff and volunteers, management committee
and supporters. We want to spread the message far and wide…
There is no getting away from it, this has been a tough year both for Contact Centres and NACCC
around a whole range of issues. In November at the AGM and from a training event recently,
feedback from some centres is that you are not feeling supported by NACCC. It would be good to
hear from you in what ways you do not feel supported, and if there is anything, we can do to
address this. It is acknowledged that the increase in membership fees last year put a strain on
finances, although compared with other membership organisations we are relatively low cost. It is
also acknowledged that GDPR put a strain on many of you as it did for NACCC.
It was NACCC that took the final decision to ask centres to get a certificate to demonstrate that
they were compliant with GDPR although Cafcass had told us that we needed to know that
information shared with centres was safe. If we had not done so and there had been a breach,
then NACCC would have been considered as wantonly negligent by the Information
Commissioners’ Office (ICO). We did our best to try and make the process as painless as possible,
but I know some centres did struggle and I am sorry about that.
For the membership fee to NACCC centres receive:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Standards and quality bench marks
Accreditation support – achieving and maintaining national standards
Practical support and advice in achieving and maintain accreditation
Training offered on a regional and individual basis including coordinator training, and
workbooks.
DBS Service
AGM/Conference
Advertising on the NACCC website ‘Find a Centre’ service
Information line for parents and carers
Members Information line
Safeguarding advice throughout weekends
Safe Referral System, an on-line system and hub support programme
Coffee Shop an on-line networking site
Newsletter
Advice and updates regarding important changes in legislation.

I would urge you to take advantage of these services which are designed to help you.
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I again turn to the issue of statistics. Thank you to the 85% of centres that have submitted a
return, this is much appreciated. However, the fact that 15% of centres have not submitted a return
is poor and does not help us demonstrate to the government and other stakeholders the vast
amount of work that centres do. From the statistics we received from the last quarter there were
38,294 contact sessions available and 9,617 children using centres, but this number would be
increased considerably had we had a complete set of statistics. These figures are used in social
media and with the government so would be good for them to be as accurate as possible.
Finally, some centres have closed because they are unable to recruit but others have been
salvaged because they have found a coordinator in a nearby centre to cover that as well. I said at
the AGM in my view coordinators should be paid to do this work because it is a tough ask to do as
a volunteer as it entails a considerable amount of work. It could be possible to pool resources in
this way and I would value your view on this issue.

Rise in Local Authority cases at supported contact
services
As we all know cases have been getting more and more complex recently. Many centres are
working with increasing numbers of families and increasing risks within these referrals. This means
that inevitably we are doing more and more in an environment whereby funding is becoming harder
to come by and costs are rising. Staff at NACCC have recently noted that within these more
complex cases are children and families that have a Local Authority Social Worker allocated to
them. In the past the Local Authority might have worked with these families in managing the
contact arrangements, but more recently it seems they are referring their cases to Supported
Contact Centres so that they can close their cases. Link to article

Engaging with children at child contact centres…
working in a truly child centred way
At our AGM & Conference in November last year our Service Development Manager, Philip
Coleman delivered a very popular session relating to the voice of the child in contact
arrangements. Many of you were not able to attend this because of it being fully booked or going to
other workshops, so we have taken this opportunity to write an article containing the highlights.
Link to article

Positive feedback from the Family Justice Young
People’s Board (FJYPB) “Staff and volunteers are
committed, dedicated, enthusiastic and caring…”
During NACCC’s AGM and Conference Jennifer Lynch and Advone from the FJYPB presented a
very engaging and enjoyable talk sharing the findings that have come from their work with NACCC
accredited child contact centres. These findings and recommended approaches will help your
centre to be truly child focused in the work that you do. Link to article

New first aid standard for supported child contact
centres
A new standard is to be introduced in the next update of the Supported Standards (due to be
published later this year. “Child Contact Centres should have a staff member / volunteer who is
Paediatric First Aid Trained. Centres will then make independent decisions about the levels of
training required for other staff / volunteers.” Link to article
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Sign up today to help children and parents… let’s get
social!
Social media is a fantastic free tool that is ideal for small organisations to share and show
off to the outside world what we do. You can use social media to raise awareness, help
children whose parents are separating and support the national child contact centre
movement. Link to article

Training update
Phil Coleman, Service Development Manager oversees accreditation and training at NACCC. He
says “Training your volunteers is one of the most important tasks that a contact centre has. When
this is done well your volunteers feel confident and equipped when engaging with families and they
feel empowered to practice in ways that are professional and meaningful to the children and
families that you support.” Make sure you are up to speed on risk assessments, first aid and
engaging with children at your centre. Checkout our Free training A-Z as well!

We have some great spotlight features this issue:
“Can I just say a big thank you for everything that you and all the Westwood House volunteers
have done for us over the past 6 months and helping me to build a relationship again with my
daughter…”
Sunflowers helping children feel at home at Bingley Child Contact Centre
Success story – dad shares how Cheltenham Child Contact Centre helped in his journey
in arranging contact
Videos help Gloucester raise funds and awareness

Coffee shop
Check out the latest discussions in the coffee shop forum for members
72. Sharing workload with deputy
73. Recording referrals that don't go anywhere

Campaign and policy update: Catch up on the latest
news
Checkout the latest update on the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Child Contact Centres,
Parliamentary debate and our MP photo competition 2019 (see below).
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Invite your MP and snap up £50!

Image source Pexels.com

We are looking for the ‘best Child Contact Centre picture with an MP’ with a prize of £50 up for
grabs! Photos will be judged by the Family Justice Young People’s Board and the winner will be
announced at this year’s AGM (to be held in October or November 2019). More info…

Resources to help your work with families
Kids Come First guidebook

Kids Come First run workshops for separated parents in the London area. They have put their
workshop materials and articles into one publication for all separating/divorcing parents. £5
donation per copy (min. order of 10 copies). Order direct from Kids Come First CIC
http://www.kidscomefirstuk.co.uk
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The Handover Book

The Handover Book is a continuously updated co-parenting plan. It’s designed specifically to
encourage communication solely based on information about the child’s needs, routines and
welfare. £19.99 per copy (see website below to order)
Also available are ‘The Handover Book sessions’ – one-off meetings between the practitioner and
separated parents. An experienced practitioner guides parents through the process of
implementing The Handover Book. It is a working tool, which when used correctly will improve
parental communication, reduce conflict and create a robust co-parenting relationship postseparation.
https://www.thehandoverbook.co.uk/about/

101 Questions Answered About Separating With Children

The book is born out of the calls and enquiries received every day by OnlyMums & OnlyDads, a
national not for profit support and signposting service for parents going through separation or
divorce. It answers, in plain English, the questions they get asked most often and range from the
immediate and practical, such as ‘Can I change the locks?’, through the strictly legal such as ‘What
happens to my will on divorce?’, to some that are a bit of both such as ‘I have an abusive ex. Is
mediation right for me?’ £23.99 per copy (see website below to order)
https://www.onlymums.org/information/101-questions-answered-about-separating-with-children
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And finally, ‘My hidden Chimp’ & ‘The Silent Guides’ by Prof Steve Peters

My Hidden Chimp is an educational book for children to work through with an adult or by
themselves. The book offers parents, teachers and carers some ideas and thoughts on how to help
children to develop healthy habits for life. The science behind the habits is discussed in a practical
way with exercises and activities. The neuroscience of the mind is simplified for the children to
understand and then use to their advantage. Cost: about £7 (see website below to order)
‘The Silent Guides’ helps adults understand how they have learned to manage emotions and
thinking by developing coping strategies. These strategies, whether helpful or unhelpful, often
progress into habits for life – our Silent Guides. Helpful habits can give many advantages in life.
Unhelpful habits that persist into adult life usually bring stress and can be detrimental to our day today functioning, psychological health and relationships. Cost: about £7 (see website below to
order)
https://chimpmanagement.com
Again, we hope that this newsletter is helpful. Do share it as widely as you can.
Elizabeth Coe, NACCC Chief Executive Officer
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Rise in Local Authority cases at supported contact
services
As we all know cases have been getting more and more complex recently. Many
centres are working with increasing numbers of families and increasing risks within
these referrals. This means that inevitably we are doing more and more in an
environment whereby funding is becoming harder to come by and costs are rising.
Staff at NACCC have recently noted that within these more complex cases are
children and families that have a Local Authority Social Worker allocated to them. In
the past the Local Authority might have worked with these families in managing the
contact arrangements, but more recently it seems they are referring their cases to
Supported Contact Centres so that they can close their cases.
In its most basic sense, this is not a problem if the centre is happy to take the referral, a risk
assessment details how risks will be managed, and the level of risk is in line with the NACCC
Standards relating to Supported Centres. However, what happens all too often is that cases that
appear to be appropriate are accepted based upon information provided and then it later comes to
light that the case is much more complex. We know that sometimes we are not provided with all the
information we might like in order to make safe and effective decisions and that this is unlikely to
change regardless of how diligent referral processes are.

Checkout your Local Authority Threshold
One thing we can be sure of is that Local Authority Thresholds are higher than they have ever been,
so if they are involved with a family in the very recent past (if not current) the risk levels were high in
terms of potential or actual ‘Significant Harm’ to a child’s wellbeing. Local Authority thresholds vary
from region to region but can be found on the website of the Local Safeguarding Childrens Board.
Check it out, it is always a good idea to understand what the thresholds are and what this might
mean for any future referrals that you make. Please see some examples for the following Local
Authorities: Birmingham, Bristol, Cumbria, Ealing, Newcastle Upon Tyne

Risk assess all your referrals
All referrals at Supported and Supervised Child Contact Centres should be risk assessed before
accepting them. This process needn’t be something that fills the potential author with dread. The
best risk assessments are usually common sense written down. Afterall, the idea of the risk
assessment is to support volunteers and staff to understand information (on a need to know basis)
about the risks that might be posed and how these can be safely managed.
When writing risk assessments, it can be easy to be over careful and over professionalise them. This
can lead to documents that are several pages in length and containing complex language. NACCC
feel strongly that documents like this are devalued by their complexity because the likelihood of them
being read and remembered thoroughly by your staff or volunteers is diminished. This is especially
true when they might be trying to remember the contents of a risk assessment during a situation
which has their adrenaline running or heightening their emotions.
Risk assessments are best when they are simple and to the point, generally a one-page document
will be less daunting to read and easier to remember. A good risk assessment might take place on
a template like the one shown below:
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Whilst it might be the case that your centre referral form contains a template risk assessment
whereby the referrer ticks boxes, it is not usually appropriate to rely solely on this information and
not complete an assessment of your own. After all, the referrer might not be the best person to do
this and their responses could be impacted upon by emotions, lack of information or other factors. It
is perfectly fine to request this information and equally to include this information into your own
assessments but if you rely solely upon this then the resources of your centre to manage risk are
likely to have been overlooked.
Risk assessments are an important element to the work that we do at contact centres. This is why a
part of the Enhanced and Supported Co-ordinator training sessions have been devoted to this. You
are always welcome to contact NACCC if you need ongoing advice and support, alternatively you
might want us to provide a training session solely focused on risk assessments and providing a safe
service.
When considering the appropriateness of any referral to a supported child contact centre it is always
helpful to remind ourselves of the support provided by the NACCC National Standards on Pages 20
and 21 (see below):
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Whilst only guidance this provides a helpful insight into the differences between services and can be
used as supporting evidence when showing due diligence around decision making. Although it is
always worth bearing in mind that centres who use the SRS service have risk assessments and
referral eligibility managed for them.
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There are planned revisions to the NACCC Supported Standards relating to supporting centres when
they receive referrals for children known to Social Workers. This will hopefully support centres when
working with Social Workers and provide extra reassurance that cases will not be closed by the
Social Worker without supporting the family to move on from the service. More information about
developments in this area will be made available as or when this becomes available.
Phil Coleman (NACCC Service Development Manager)

Back to newsletter
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Engaging with children at child contact centres…
working in a truly child centred way

Image source Pexels.com

At our AGM & Conference in November last year our Service Development Manager, Philip Coleman
delivered a very popular session relating to the voice of the child in contact arrangements. Many of
you were not able to attend this because of it being fully booked or going to other workshops, so we
have taken this opportunity to write an article containing the highlights. He also shares the findings
of the Family Justice Young People’s Board on their insights following child contact centre
inspections.

Engaging with children
The Children Act 1989 and Working Together 2018 tell us that the voice of the child is of
paramount importance and that consideration of this needs of the child are of paramount
importance. It is also good practice to make children feel cared about and that their views are
important. This is likely to be achieved by making ourselves available to children but also by
acting upon the things they tell us.
Show children that they are important, if they share something with us, tell them what we will do with
the information and what might happen next. Once this is done tell them what we have done about
it. Sometimes the best thing that we can do is to be reliable, consistent and approachable.

The current situation
The voice of the child in contact services is not always as strong as it could be. It seems that
there isn’t always the focus on providing information for children. There is no one to blame
for this; at the end of the day we deal with adults and we work with them to make contact
work and to resolve their difficulties in the interests of children.
We know that children get very anxious about contact. In smaller groups we thought about the
reasons this might be and came up with a range of ideas, showing how well we understand the
children we work with.
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Expectations and anxieties

Image source Pexels.com

What we are effectively expecting children to do is spend time with a stranger, or someone
that they have heard lots of negative things about, or someone that makes mum cry every
time his name comes up in conversation. Just to compound this confusion people are calling
this person “dad” (mum, nan, grandad, uncle and so on).
The child has a clear idea from society, from television, from the internet and from friends etc about
what a “dad” is. However, this person does not fit with this stereotype, but we are still calling him
“dad” and the child is encouraged to do the same.
The child will be experiencing a range of emotion about this that will not only be fuelled by their own
emotion but also that of others. They learn about their world through those around them and if there
is negative body language, emotion, verbal berating or other such messages they will learn that
contact is not a positive event.

How do you communicate with children and young people
coming to your centre?
The nature of the fact that children and young people are using a contact centre could be an
indicator that the resident parent is not happy or comfortable with the arrangement and
therefore the chances of the child hearing positive messages about the service are greatly
reduced. These messages must come from us if they are being received at all.
So how do we do this?
What forms of communication can we use to convey these positive messages?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaflets
Websites
Apps
Posters.
Books.
Talking to the child.
&

•

Asking them about how they feel.
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Involving children and young people in the pre-visit

Image source Pexels.com

Pre-visits are mandatory for all NACCC Accredited Contact Centres. There should be two
parts to a pre-visit:
1. Allowing the child and young person to see the centre, resources and to meet with staff. This
should allow for the opportunity for them to ask and have answered any questions.
2. Allowing for time to be spent with the parent(s) to confirm referral information and to have the
opportunity to complete contact agreements etc.
If pre-visits are being managed in this way, then why not make part of the pre-visit child-focused?
This is a way to improve on how ‘child centred' your centre is as it demonstrates engagement with
children. An easy way to do this would be to utilise a Children’s Pre-Visit Checklist. At present
there is no NACCC Template for this. As a group we thought about the kinds of items that might go
on such a checklist and how this might be of benefit, again the range of experience in the room
provided a raft of inciteful responses.
The Pre-Visit – Ideas for a children pre-visit checklist.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The child has seen the building (including toilets etc).
The child has had the opportunity to meet the co-ordinator or their regular contact supervisor.
The child has been given a brief description of what service they will be offered.
The child has been given the opportunity to ask any questions.
The child has had the opportunity to talk about any worries.
The child has been asked whether they have a favourite toy or anything else that they would
like to bring to sessions.

Usually the best way to enable this to happen would be for two adults to come to pre-visits so that
one can engage with the child whilst the other engages in the elements that a child does not need
to be present for.
Checkout how making a sunflower helps children feel at home at Bingley Child Contact Centre

Proving a leaflet for children and young people – a vital tool
The NACCC standards ask that children are provided with a leaflet about the service they are
being provided. This should be written to compliment a range of age ranges and include
positive information about the service. Ideally this would be concise and accessible,
containing only relevant information and inviting them to talk about things that are important
to them.
This leaflet might give children something to refer to in between the pre-visit and first contact session.
This leaflet might be the only access that the child has to positive information about what they will
experience at the contact centre making it one of the most important documents that you will
produce.
Phil Coleman, NACCC Service Development Manager

Back to newsletter
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Positive feedback from the Family Justice Young
People’s Board (FJYPB) “Staff and volunteers are
committed, dedicated, enthusiastic and caring…”

During NACCC’s AGM and Conference Jennifer Lynch and Advone from the FJYPB presented
a very engaging and enjoyable talk sharing the findings that have come from their work with
NACCC accredited child contact centres. These findings and recommended approaches will
help your centre to be truly child focused in the work that you do.
The information provided to the meeting was formulated as a result of child contact centre
inspections that members of the board had carried out. They explained that their aims and objectives
in doing this were:

a. To ensure centres offer a child-friendly and child-centred service.
b. To ensure feedback, ideas and views of children and young people are
sought, listened to and acted upon
c. To share good practice across child contact centres.
They presented their findings from the inspections and we were all immensely proud to hear that
they were very positive about the work of the centres that they had visited:
a. Staff and Volunteers were:
1. Committed.
2. Dedicated.
3. Enthusiastic
&
4. Caring.
b. As a result of using the services they heard that children feel:
1. Positive.
2. Thankful.
&
3. Supported.
The young people they spoke to were quoted as saying
“Staff are very welcoming and supportive”.
“I didn’t expect it to be so nice and relaxed”.
“The centre staff are very friendly and are helpful”.
c. In relation to the resources provided to children they found that:
1. . . . the resources that are used in the centres are of a general good standard and had
been provided through kind donations of local people.
2. Most of the resources provided were found to be best suited to children of pre-school and
early primary school years. Some of the centres did have a few resources such as board
games more suited to older children and young people. Staff tended to ask the
parents/carers of older children to provide toys and resources during their contact time.
3. Many of the centres use either church halls, community centres or family centres to
facilitate the sessions. Due to this the appearance and feel of the environment varies.
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The families that were spoken to stated that they are appreciative of the service and can
see that the staff’s best efforts are made to provide a warm and welcoming space for them
to have contact. One parent said “The centre itself is a little run down and could do with
some general maintenance but this does not cause any issues with contact”.
d. Refreshments
Centres provided a good standard of refreshments and at a reasonable cost. It was felt that the
families very much valued having this service available to them.

“Good” rating of inspected child contact centres
Using a scale of unsatisfactory, poor, ok, good and outstanding the FJYPB found the NACCC
centres they have seen to be ‘good’. This is a genuine achievement and a mark of quality to
be celebrated. As a group these children and young people really tell it as they see it and can
be very frank when things aren’t to their expectations.
Generalised feedback and areas for development included:
a. Resources for older children and young people: Many of the centres were found to be
lacking in resources suitable for older children and young people such as board games,
books, magazines, puzzles and games. Staff being aware of this often ask the families to
provide their own resources during contact. FJYPB members did praise the centres that were
able to set up or have an area better suited to older children, with comfortable chairs and
tables.
b. Group activities: FJYPB members understand that the time during contact is precious and
cherished by the child and their parent. However, in those centres where the families
interact with one another and chat and play together – it is recommended that staff set up
a group activity such as painting a large collage, junk model building and story time.
c. Feedback from families: Most of the centres rely upon feedback from families at the end of
their time at the centre and is completed during a final review. Feedback is VERY important
for families and especially for children and young people. “If you don’t ask us how else are
you going to know that your service is right for children and young people”? The FJYPB
would like to recommend that centres routinely collate and encourage feedback from families
and get them involved in service development.
d. Displays: Children can feel a real sense of pride and achievement when a piece of their work
or art is displayed. Also, it could be said that when a group of children or families complete a
joint art project it can promote unity and belonging within the group. Recognising that most
centres are using the contact room temporarily and share the room or building with other
services, it is recommended that displays are shown during contact session then removed
and stored.

Why not use the FJYPB resources at your centre?

The FJYPB have also worked with Cafcass and created a range of exciting and inciteful
resources that can be used by staff or volunteers at child contact centres when working with
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children. These include a range of Top Tips aimed at parents and professionals working with
children and young people:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top tips for separating parents
FJYPB's top tips for respecting children and young people's diversity
Aleesha's top tips for working with children and young people with a disability
Matthew's top tips for working with children and young people with autism
Top tips for working with transgender children and young people
Top tips for working with LGB children and young people

FJYPB TOP TIP for parents who are separated are available at
https://www.cafcass.gov.uk/family-justice-young-peoples-board/
For more info please check the ‘Get help’ section on our website https://naccc.org.uk/get-help
Phil Coleman, NACCC Service Development Manager

Back to newsletter
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New first aid standard for supported child contact
centres

Image source Pexels.com

A new standard is to be introduced in the next update of the Supported Standards (due to be
published later this year.
“Child Contact Centres should have a staff member / volunteer who is Paediatric First Aid
Trained. Centres will then make independent decisions about the levels of training required
for other staff / volunteers.”
Paediatric first aid courses can cover the following subjects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First Aid Priorities
Dealing with an Emergency
Choking – Child and Baby
Resuscitation (CPR) – Child and Baby
Anaphylaxis
Bleeding and Shock
Burns & Scalds
Eye & Ear injuries
Fractures
Childhood illnesses including Meningitis and Febrile Convulsions

Many centres already have first aid trained staff and volunteers. Marion, Project Leader from
Exmouth Child Contact Centre told us “Our contact centre is one of the community projects of
Open Door Exmouth which is an independent charity, and we have accessed our first aid training
along with other project workers through them. Consequently, we have not had to raise specific
funding ourselves, but it is paid for by the mother organisation. We have access to it every 3 years
and it is delivered by an independent trainer. Our latest training was a day’s course covering
general first aid, some specifically relevant to children, the use of a defibrillator and managing
catastrophic bleeds.” She went on to tell us “It certainly has given me more confidence about
managing the need for general first aid although I have to say I have not had to put it to the test!”
Your centre may already have someone who has received this training but wants to raise
awareness amongst your volunteers. There may be some free training available in your area or
they could give the ‘Baby and Child First Aid’ free app from Red Cross a go?
https://www.redcross.org.uk/first-aid/first-aid-apps##
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Sign up today to help children and parents… let’s get
social!

Social media is a fantastic free tool that is ideal for small organisations to share and
show off to the outside world what we do. You can use social media to raise
awareness, help children whose parents are separating and support the national
child contact centre movement.
Raise awareness: Once someone ‘likes’ your Facebook page or ‘follows’ you on Twitter they are
engaged in a small way with what you are doing. This is the first step in them perhaps becoming a
volunteer, raising funds or simply being a champion online for what you do and how important your
cause is.
Help children: Parents, grandparents and other family members going through family separation
can be reached through social media awareness. Awareness of your child contact centre and what
it does can help friends and family signpost your service to the adults involved and help the
children impacted by the separation.
Support the national picture and win £50 for your centre! By getting involved you can support
the child contact centre movement on a national level, keep the issues of child contact on the
national agenda, engage with MPs and keep informed about new legislation and policy affecting
children and separated parents. Find out about our MP photo competition – bag a £50 prize!

Getting started on social media?
•
•
•
•
•

•

See below for how-tos on setting up Facebook and Twitter accounts for your centre.
Facebook can be used to share a wordy story whereas Twitter posts can only be 280
characters and need to convey a simple message.
Keep it regular – people will forget about you otherwise…. But keep it realistic as of course
you are all busy people. Why not start by trying and post something once a week, or share
another organisation’s post saying why it is relevant to children using your centre?
Don’t worry about making mistakes! If you get it wrong, you can always delete a Facebook
post or Tweet and try again. However, if you retweet something on Twitter you cannot undo
that. And of course, some things are not appropriate to share (see below).
The more people that like your Facebook/Twitter pages, the better. NACCC’s Facebook
page has 550 likes and its Twitter account has over 750 followers. This has increased
gradually over the years but has increased more significantly during campaigns or following
successful posts.
If you are not very confident at using social media why not try using Facebook or Twitter on
a personal basis first to get the hang of how it works?

Be aware!
•
•

Remember, once you’ve shared something online it is not private and is in the public
domain.
Never share personal details that could identify an individual’s address, personal phone
number etc
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•
•
•

Don’t share someone’s photo unless you have specific permission. Once a photo is in the
public domain it can be accessed by anyone.
Anyone posting on behalf of an organisation needs to be representing that organisation’s
values and responsibilities online. Information on putting together a social media policy can
be found online: https://knowhow.ncvo.org.uk/how-to/how-to-create-a-social-media-policy
Check the settings of your centre’s Facebook account. You can set it so that only the
administrator can comment on posts or it can be open to anyone commenting. The
advantages of keeping commenting possible is that it allows for discussions and
signposting which can help families but can then of course be open to abuse. Anyone not
following Facebook’s code of conduct can have their account blocked. Some centre
volunteers choose not to comment on their centre’s posts in order to protect their privacy.

Setting up a Facebook page for your not-for-profit
Don’t use your personal Facebook page for your centre posts – set up a new page. Make sure you
select ‘Company, Organization or Institution’ for Page Category as this will enable you to access
exclusive tools Facebook has made available to non-profits (see below how Facebook posts can
be used to collect donations and birthday fundraisers). This link explains how to set up your new
page: https://nonprofits.fb.com/topic/create-a-page/ Have a look at other centre’s Facebook pages
for ideas – why not ‘like’ them as well! This will help you to see what they are up to and
encourages mutual support.
The Profile picture would normally be your centre’s logo – remember it only shows this in a
square, so may crop a rectangular logo. The Cover picture could be a picture of your centre, or
merged pictures showing different aspects of your centre. Remember do not use pictures of
children unless you have specific permission to use these. It may be best to use royalty Free
photos to avoid any problems. NACCC uses istockphoto.com but there are other suppliers.
Top tip - ‘Like’ other charities’ pages – this gives you an idea of what other organisations are
doing, and if the interests are like your own, their posts may be worth sharing. You can see the
pages that NACCC likes by going to https://www.facebook.com/NACCCOFFICIAL/

Setting up a Twitter page for your not-for-profit
Again, don’t use your personal Twitter account for your centre posts – set up new account which is
just for centre posts. Again, follow the same principles as Facebook for sorting the profile picture
and cover picture. These links give guidance on setting up and using Twitter account for your
centre: https://www.wikihow.com/Create-a-Twitter-Account-for-an-Organization
https://knowhow.ncvo.org.uk/how-to/how-to-use-twitter https://www.platypusdigital.com/twitter-forcharities/
Top tip – if you want to share a long link on Twitter but are finding it hard to keep to the 280
characters you could use ‘Bitly’ website to shorten your links. Just paste your long link in and it will
convert it to a small link for pasting into Twitter. https://bitly.com/

What to share and what to say?
•
•
•
•

It gets boring sharing ‘a good session of contact today’ every week… Vary it. Do include a
photo if you can as this immediately makes the post more eye-catching and people may
then share it as well…
If you have a news story on your website, you can include a link to this on your Facebook
post/tweet for people to find out more.
It becomes more personal and engaging if you talk in the first person. Rather than “The
Child Contact Centre is raising funds to buy some new toys for the centre….” you could say
“we’re raising funds for some new toys at the centre – can you help?”.
Sometimes it helps to put the wording together for a post in another programme (like
Microsoft Word) before you take the step to publish online.
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Checkout these posts to give you an idea…
Share compliments and if something special happens at your centre. Let us know
so that we can share this too!
Never be afraid to celebrate! Make the most of a compliment or good news and shout about
it…Chiltern Child Contact Centre shared this thankyou on Twitter and we shared this story on
Facebook about what East Northants Child Contact Service had been up to over Christmas…

Remind people that you’re open…
If you’ve not tweeted for a while it’s always a good idea to remind people that you are ready for
business! Avenue Child Contact Centre did just that..

Explain what you do…
Why not tweet about what your centre does or what you’ve been up to in your last session?
NACCC will try and spread the word too!
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An eye-catching photo always helps!
You can be creative and capture life at your centre without having to take pictures of people.
Checkout this lovely artwork going on at Neutral Ground Child Contact Centre which they shared
on Facebook! Their 25th anniversary celebrations cake also catches the eye!

Invite your local MP – they will help spread the word
Inviting your local MP to visit your centre will not only raise their awareness of your vital service but
they will also share this on their social media – especially if you can arrange for a photo to be
taken. Do let us know so that we can share your news. We shared Tom Purslove MP’s tweet on
Twitter following his visit to East Northants Child Contact Service and put together this post on
Facebook celebrating Philip Davies’ visit to Bingley Child Contact Centre.
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Promote your fundraising activities/events
Is someone raising funds for your centre? Are you holding a fundraising event? Use your social
media to promote and raise awareness. Lucas’ Three Peaks challenge raised £1,265.00 was
raised for Neutral Ground Child Contact Centre and £1,300 was raised through Andover Child
Contact Centre’s annual quiz supper (see below). Jonathan, Co-ordinator told us “This was a
popular event with 80 people attending thanks to promotion via Facebook and Rosebourne Garden
Centre. Our quiz master had organised 8-9 rounds of quiz questions with each team’s score being
updated on an electronic scoreboard! We made £5-£6 profit on each ticket once we’d paid the
restaurant for the food and we also had a raffle which generated funds as well.”

Not much going on – what can I share?
If you don’t have much to say, then why not go to the pages that your page ‘likes’ for ideas? If you
comment on their story and relate to what you do it will become more eye-catching. [If you can’t
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view the pages that you have liked, add the text “/pages_feed/” to your Facebook webpage. For
example, NACCC’s feed is: https://www.facebook.com/NACCCOFFICIAL/pages_feed/]
Recently NACCC shared a post from the charity FareShare commenting on how this scheme is
helping local centres and separated families. We also shared a Twitter post from the charity
Turn2Us about their Response fund. This was retweeted 14 times with 54 people engaging.…

Fancy a challenge?
Username/Handles
Names of people and organisations on social media are identified by a handle. When you set up
an account e.g. Anytown Child Contact Centre your ‘handle’ or username would be
@anytownchildcontactcentre. By typing this into a post or a tweet it will get their attention. E.g. by
typing NACCC’s tag @NACCCOFFICIAL will mean that we will look at your post and can then
share it on if appropriate.

Hashtags
These are like keywords prefixed by the ‘#’ symbol (e.g. #divorce #childcontactcentres
#relationshipbreakdown #volunteering). If you put a hashtag in your post or tweet, Facebook and
Twitter enable these words to link to all other posts by other people using the same hashtag. It also
means that anyone searching for those tags will find your posts and find out more about child
contact centres.

Receive donations and enable birthday fundraisers
Once you have set up your centre’s not for profit Facebook page you can apply to Facebook for
access to fundraising tools. Further information on this link:
https://nonprofits.fb.com/en-gb/topic/fundraising-tools/
We hope that this article has been useful. Do let us know how you get on. If you’ve not already
done so, do like NACCC’s Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/NACCCOFFICIAL and
follow NACCC’s Twitter page https://twitter.com/NACCCofficial
Ruth Miles, Data and Media Officer

Back to newsletter
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Training update

Phil Coleman, Service Development Manager oversees accreditation and training at NACCC

Training your volunteers is one of the most important tasks that a contact centre has. When
this is done well your volunteers feel confident and equipped when engaging with families
and they feel empowered to practice in ways that are professional and meaningful to the
children and families that you support.
Can I bring to your attention the article on the rise in Local Authority cases at supported contact
services Please do consider whether your risk assessment is up to date. Details of NACCC’s Risk
Assessment Training can be found in the members area of the NACCC website.
Can I also bring to your attention a new standard is to be introduced in the next update of the
Supported Standards (due to be published later this year). “Child Contact Centres should have a
staff member / volunteer who is Paediatric First Aid Trained. Centres will then make independent
decisions about the levels of training required for other staff / volunteers.” Please see article New
first aid standard for supported child contact centres for further details.
Here at NACCC we are always on the lookout for free/low cost training to complement our inhouse training programme and have therefore developed a new resource for you featuring the free
external training that is available across the UK. Check out our Free training A-Z
Phil Coleman
Service Development Manager

Back to newsletter
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“Can I just say a big thank you for everything that you
and all the Westwood House volunteers have done for
us over the past 6 months and helping me to build a
relationship again with my daughter…”
A father has shared how important the child contact centre in Congleton, Cheshire has been in
rebuilding his relationship with his daughter following a difficult separation with his ex-partner…

“I want to let you know that me and K have come to an agreement where I can see G outside
of the contact centre, so we'll no longer need to use the facilities. Can I just say a big thank
you for everything that you and all the volunteers have done for us over the past 6 months
and helping me to build a relationship again with my daughter. Westwood House Child
Contact Centre really is a diamond of a place and deserves massive credit for what it does
and how it helps families. I think G will miss playing on the swings and taking all the other kids’
toys and giving them to me, but most of all I think she'll miss the free biscuits! Again, a massive
thank you and I will be forever grateful for your help.” CH.
We are so grateful to this dad for sharing his story. His experience is overwhelming and gives us a
glimpse into the vital role that contact centres have in helping children keep in touch with their
parents, grandparents, siblings and other family members following the tough process of
separation.

Celebrating 20 years helping local separating families…
Westwood House Child Contact Centre has been providing supported contact services in
Congleton for the last 20 years. Brian, the co-ordinator told us how the work at the centre
developed: “From slow beginnings with just one or two families attending each week and
sometimes with no contacts at all, we have grown and developed over the twenty years and now
regularly support six families each week”
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Westwood House Child Contact Centre family room set up
for children to spend time with separated family members

A non-resident mum spending valuable time with her baby
(picture used with permission)

Great books for curious readers…

And toys and games galore

Westwood House has a fantastic outdoor play area!

We love the sandpit! Lots of fun has gone on here!

Brian went on to say “To celebrate the work of our centre, our continued links with Trinity Methodist
Church and in memory of Denis Hagon who got it all started, on Sunday May 26th 2019 at Trinity
Methodist Church the Sunday morning service is being dedicated to the work of our Child Contact
Centre in celebration of the support so many children and parents have received over the last 20
years. This will be followed on Monday June 3rd at 7pm by a Buffet Supper at Westwood House.
An excellent chance for us to come together as past and present volunteers, to look back at shared
experiences and to the future development of child contact at Westwood House.”

Are you local? Westwood House needs your help to continue
its vital service for separated families in Congleton
Do you live in the Congleton area and are interested in becoming a volunteer? Westwood House
are recruiting sessional volunteers and want to build up a Coordinating Team. Anyone interested in
discussing these roles is asked to contact Brian (Co-ordinator).
Contact details and further info can be found on our website https://naccc.org.uk/center?id=137136
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Sunflowers helping children feel at home at Bingley
Child Contact Centre

Ann, the co-ordinator at Bingley told us about their sunflower display and how this helps children
feel at home when they first arrive at the centre. “We get every child that comes to draw a picture
of themselves and we put this in the centre of the flower. They all love doing this and seeing their
picture on display!”
Perhaps other centres would like to give this a go?
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Success story – dad shares how Cheltenham Child
Contact Centre helped in his journey in arranging
contact

A father used Cheltenham Child Contact Centre’s supervised service last year as part of the
process in sorting out contact arrangements with his daughters. He told Sarah, one of the coordinators, how important the centre had been in getting contact re-established:
“Just to let you know that the final hearing went well and next month I can take my daughters out
into the community. There is then a stepped arrangements programme in place leading to
overnight stays in about six months’ time. Matters progress further from then to weekend stays,
shared half terms and school holidays etc so I have to be satisfied with the outcome as I achieved
a lot more than I thought I would leading up to the final hearing. Over the next four weeks I need to
continue to meet the children at their grandfather’s house. This is difficult, but I just need to
persevere as it is only for a few weeks. The use of Cheltenham Contact Centre did play a
prominent part in the hearing and I would like to thank both yourself and Pippa for your time and
effort. I believe my ex- wife’s refusal to contemplate the use of the Contact Centre demonstrated
to the judicial panel that there was a deliberate intention to obstruct and control my access to the
children.”
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Cheltenham Child Contact Centre is located at the Oasis centre in Cheltenham and offers a
supported contact service every Saturday afternoon and supervised services by arrangement.
For more information get in touch with cheltenhamcontact@familyspace.org.uk
http://www.familyspace.org.uk/cheltenham-child-contact-centre.html
www.justgiving.com/FamilySpace

Videos help Gloucester raise funds and awareness

The GCCC team: Angela Potter – Volunteer, Hilary Cass – Chair, Ann McNeill - Volunteer Leader, Tammy Dwight –
Coordinator (Picture credit: Kim Horton Gloucestershire Live)

https://www.gloucestershirelive.co.uk/news/gloucester-news/amazing-charity-helps-gloucesterchildren-1243178
Co-ordinator Tammy with volunteers Ann, Angela and Chair Hilary took the plunge into acting and
worked with local reporter Kim Horton to produce this amazing video showing the viewer around
their centre in Gloucester. They had lines to learn as part of the process and the final video gives a
great impression of what it is like to look round their centre and its work helping local children keep
in touch with separated parents and other family members. Tammy told us “The video was
featured on Gloucestershire Live and really helped to raise our profile in the area”. She laughed
“I’m not sure we’ll make it on stage - we’re not ready for an Oscar yet!”.
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Stills from the video

GCCC – Colouring activity (Picture credit: Kim Horton
Gloucestershire Live)

GCCC toys (Picture credit: Kim Horton
Gloucestershire Live)

GCCC Volunteer Ann McNeill with Chair Hilary Cass
(Picture credit: Kim Horton Gloucestershire Live)

GCCC playdough (Picture credit: Kim Horton
Gloucestershire Live)

Hilary’s nerves of steel raises £450 for Gloucester

Tammy also told us about their sponsored zip wire event which was shared on social media “Our
Chair Hilary has nerves of steel and took on a sponsored zip wire sailing high above of
Gloucester’s High Street in order to raise funds for the centre. We shared the event and final video
evidence on Facebook resulting in a lot of interest and 134 views of the video – all helping to raise
£450 funds” https://www.facebook.com/pg/Gloucester-Child-Contact-Centre497447920651573/videos/
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Campaign and policy update
All-Party Parliamentary Group on Child Contact Centres update
The second Parliamentary Group meeting was held in December. We had a good
meeting Chaired by Chris Leslie MP and were joined by the Family Justice Young
People’s Board, Lord Listowel, Sharon Martin from Cafcass, Liz Walsh, Editor of
Family Law, Baroness Hollins’ staff and Michael Lewkowicz from Families Need
Fathers.
We agreed to seek guidance and advice on progressing Baroness Anne
McIntosh’s Child Contact Centre (Accreditation) Bill from our President Sir James Munby and Sir
Patron Sir Andrew McFarlane. Jess Phillips MP suggested adding amendments to the forthcoming
Domestic Abuse Bill, which we will consider, and we are also looking to table the Bill as a ‘10
Minute Rule Bill’ which will raise awareness of Child Contact Centres in Parliament. We are also
due to meeting with the Minister Lucy Frazer QC MP this year to discuss progressing the
Departments ‘Out of Court Pathway’ research. The meeting will be hosted by Caroline Dinenage
MP.

Parliamentary debate
Philip Davies MP raised Child Contact Centres in a Parliamentary debate on 29 November
considered ‘International Men’s Day’.
……………
‘the National Association of Child Contact Centres, which says that more than 1 million children
have no contact whatever with one parent or another after separation. I want to place on record my
thanks to everybody who works at the Bingley contact centre. They are all volunteers, and they
give up their time week in, week out to make sure that parents get to see their children and—just
as importantly, if not more importantly—that those children get to see their parents. It is fantastic to
see the reaction of the children when they see the parent who has previously been alienated from
them.’

Invite your MP and snap up £50!

Following our announcement last year this is to remind you of NACCC’s photo
competition 2019. We are looking for the ‘best Child Contact Centre picture with an
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MP’ with a prize of £50 up for grabs. Photos will be judged by the Family Justice
Young People’s Board and the winner will be announced at this year’s AGM (to be
held in October or November 2019).

Guidance:
1. Photos must not include parents, children or anyone under the age of 18.
2. Any person in the photo must give their consent. You will find that MPs are happy to gain
coverage in this way.
3. All photos must be appropriate and reflect the values and ethos of child contact.
4. But they can also be FUN! Ball pits and teddy bears are allowed!
5. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the NACCC office.
The closing date for sending photos in is 30th September 2019. Photos must be sent by email
marked ‘MP Photo competition’ to contact@naccc.org.uk The judges’ decision is final.

Get inspired…
To get you inspired… checkout these photos taken at recent child contact centre visits.

Cheryl Gillan MP visits @ChilternChildCC to
find out more about the valuable service contact
centres provide to the community. She was
delighted to meet some of our #volunteers and our
resident teddy! @NACCCofficial are encouraging
all MPs to visit centres in their constituency.

Tanmanjeet Singh Dhesi MP “Usually under
very difficult personal family circumstances, Church
Street Child Contact Centre facilitates meetings of a
child with their other parent in a safe space. Great
organisation always seeking donations to keep
going - lovely to meet with the team.”

Richard Daniels, Government Relations Adviser

Catch up on what has been happening in our latest news since
the last issue
Sir James Munby endorses the work of NACCC and child contact centres at NACCC 's conference
"Changing role in child contact centres"
UK Government urged to use early intervention to help children experiencing childhood adversity
and trauma
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